Vendor’s Expo
March 22, 2001
5:30 PM to 10:00 PM

The Rocky Mountain SAMPE chapter is in its third year of existence. Our chapter endeavors to further the knowledge of our advanced / composite materials industry and provide networking opportunities for our members. An important factor in this industry is knowing where to go for support and products. That’s why we’re bringing vendors together in one place to introduce them to our membership and allow them to explain what they do.

On March 22, 2001 the Rocky Mountain SAMPE Chapter is sponsoring a vendor’s expo and dinner. Anyone with an interest in local resources for engineers is welcome to join in.

There is no cost to you, not even for dinner (first 75 people)!

You can join us at the Radisson Graystone, 83 East 120th Ave (I-25 and 120th Ave.). Vendors will be setup by 5:30 PM, and buffet dinner (for first 75 people) will start at 6:30. After dinner, the expo continues until 10:00 PM. We anticipate 15 - 20 vendors, primarily local; materials suppliers, engineering, machining, manufacturing, tooling, rapid prototyping, business resources, just to name a few! Here is a partial list of Vendors:

- Obermeyer Hydro (Manufacturing)
- TCR (Thiokol) (Fibers)
- JD Lincoln/Hawkeye (Fibers/Processing supplies)
- Bryte (Fibers, resins, adhesives)
- Northwest Mutual (Insurance)
- CTD (materials/formulator)
- Composite Machines (Equipment)
- STW Composites (Manufacturing)
- De-Comp (Processing supplies)
- CompositeTek (Manufacturing)
- Hauser Labs (Testing)
- Mechanical Test (Testing)
- CSU (Education)
- SolidWorks (CAD & FEA Software)
- & MORE

Got questions? Please call Frank at (303) 530-2919. Hope to see you there!
Don’t Miss It!!!
March Vendor’s Expo